Insuring Future Makes Sense!

ABB knows when problems occur; unexpected repair and downtimes often become a real problem. Investing in maintenance reduces the likelihood of expensive repairs.

Extend the lifetime of your analyzer and optimize your operational cost with ABB’s AlSCAN™ Service Program.

Our comprehensive service plan will help to protect your investment. ABB service contracts are executed by factory-certified service technician to guarantee optimum quality.

The AlSCAN™ Factory Service Program

- One Preventive maintenance per year
- Provision for one emergency repair
- Premium repair turnaround time of 7 business days maximum
- All parts and labor included
- Annual calibration certified to ISO9001 standards
- Free software revisions
- 15% discount on new software versions
- 15% discount on the new AlSCAN™ pump with humidity blocking seals upgrade (one discount applicable only).
- 15% discount on hardware upgrades

A 3-year contract discount is also available; contact your ABB representative for further details.

Notes:
If warranty or service contract coverage has lapsed for a significant period of time, ABB may choose to perform a system inspection. Consumable such as probes & thermocouple are not included in the program. Transportation case needed for proper protection during shipping.

ISO-9001/14001 compliant / Environmentally friendly: Optimize the life cycle of your equipment, extend the useful life of your ABB product.